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Good morning everyone. Kathleen and I are going to talk about social media archiving in state government. The State Archives, where I work, and the State Library, where Kathleen works, jointly manage the North Carolina web and social media archiving program.



NC Website Archiving and Access Program 

• 2005 - started actively archiving gov websites 
• 2009 - started archiving gov social media 
 

• 281 social media accounts 
• 32 million social media “documents” (Archive-It) 
• 250 thousand social media “records” (ArchiveSocial) 
• 5 TB of social media data 
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A little background on the program. The North Carolina Website Archiving and Access Program began in 2005. We started archiving social media in 2009. We currently have 281 social media seed URLs that we crawl bimonthly, and we are made aware of new  ones every day. We currently have archived over 32 million social media documents and 5TB of data. We also archive all of the websites of North Carolina state agencies and their commissions, but I’m going to focus on the social media aspect of our program.



The program: How many accounts? 
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So how are those seeds broken down.



Backed up to 
Duracloud 
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Briefly here is the structure. We use two tools to archive social media, Archive-It and ArchiveSocial, both of which provide a public user interface. Archive-It uses the Heritrix crawler to go out and crawl the seeds you’ve entered into the system and ArchiveSocial uses APIs to get the data, which I will talk about in a minute. For our Archive-It data, we receive hard drives of the data, which will eventually go in our digital repository, and we were recently part of a pilot to put our Archive-It data in Duracloud.



Why we started archiving in 2009 
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In North Carolina, State Library and State Archives are two divisions of the Department of Cultural Resources. Together, they collect, preserve, and provide access to the records and publications of state government, and both our patrons and our records creators are familiar with the idea that we have old paper stuff. They’re even comfortable with the idea that we have microfilm and digital surrogates of our paper stuff, and that we might collect the PDF equivalents of these documents.[click] What’s tough for people to wrap their heads around—for both patrons and agencies producing records and publications—is the idea that tweets, posts, and messages might also be something we collect and that the law might not make any fundamental distinction between these and their paper records.



What is a public record in NC? 
(G.S. 132) 

• Anything made or received pursuant to law or ordinance 
in connection with the transaction of public business by 
any government agency, including elected officials. 
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A public record is anything made or received pursuant to law or ordinance in connection with the transaction of public business by any government agency. In other words, as long as it has to do with public business, it’s a public record. So, if I am sitting at home on a Saturday morning, in my pajamas, at my own computer, on my personal gmail account, and I send Kathleen an email to her personal gmail account saying, “When do you want to meet next week to go over our social media policy?” that’s a public record. If I’m at work Monday morning, at my work computer, on state paid time, and I use my work account to send an email to a friend saying “Do you want to grab a pizza after work?” that’s not a public record, because it’s not related to state business. This goes for all government employees, including public university employees. 



What is a public record in NC? 
(G.S. 132) 

• Anything made or received pursuant to law or ordinance 
in connection with the transaction of public business by 
any government agency, including elected officials. 
 
 

 
 

• Physical format does not matter. 
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The second important thing about NC’s public record law is that physical format does not matter. So, if the content is a public record, it’s a public record whether I sent it as a hand-written letter, an email, a FB message, or even if I tweet it at someone. It’s not the format that makes it a public record, it’s the content.



• Daily Bulletins File (police) - destroy when 
administrative value ends 
 

• Felony Case History File (local) – 20 years after solved 
OR after litigation/audit involving the records OR indefinite 
if unsolved 
 

• Complaints File (state agencies) – destroy 1 year after 
settlement of complaint. If litigation, 1 year after resolution 
of litigation. 

 
• Gov. Inmate Correspondence File – transfer to Archives 

 

How long do we keep public records? 
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Daily Bulletins File (police) - destroy when administrative value endsFelony Case History File (local) – 20 years after solved OR after litigation/audit involving the records OR indefinite if unsolvedComplaints File (state agencies) – destroy 1 year after settlement of complaint. If litigation, 1 year after resolution of litigation.Gov. Inmate Correspondence File – transfer to Archives



Social Media as public record 

• Daily Bulletins File (police) 
 

• OK to destroy when 
administrative value ends, 
…unless… 
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Here is Catawba county looking for someone in connection with a deadly home invasion. It can be considered a Daily Bulletins, which can be destroyed when administrative value ends.



Social Media as public record 

• Daily Bulletins File (police) 
 

• …could also become part of 
a case file, which ranges 
from 20 yrs - forever 
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But here are citizen comments, including someone who thinks he spotted the person, and Catawba responding. If these become part of a case file, they will need to be kept for longer. Another type of very common record to appear in social media? The citizen complaint.



Social Media as public record 

Complaints File – destroy 
1 year after settlement of 
complaint. If litigation, 1 
year after resolution of 
litigation. 
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Here is a complaint to the Dept. of Transportation secretary about roads to Hatteras Island. This would have to be kept a year, or longer if any kind of litigation started.Another type of record that is scheduled to come to the Archives is the Governor’s inmate correspondence file. This includes inmates and their supporters contacting the Governor. We have a lot of that, and some of it is confidential. 



Social Media as public record 

Complaints File – destroy 
1 year after settlement of 
complaint. If litigation, 1 
year after resolution of 
litigation. 
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Here is a complaint to the Dept. of Transportation secretary about roads to Hatteras Island. This would have to be kept a year, or longer if any kind of litigation started.Another type of record that is scheduled to come to the Archives is the Governor’s inmate correspondence file. This includes inmates and their supporters contacting the Governor. We have a lot of that, and some of it is confidential. 



Archive-It 
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So, first I will talk about access for Archive-it. This may be familiar to many of you. This is the Internet’s Archive’s Wayback Machine. You just select a date from the list, for the content you want to view.
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Here is a screenshot of the Facebook page from the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, from November 2011. Looks good.So what could possibly go wrong? A lot actually.As you know social media is a moving target. They are constantly making engineering changes that effect how the site gets crawled and consequently how it will render back in the Wayback Machine. So not only look and feel but significant behind the scenes technology changes as well.We actually crawled all of Twitter (twice). I don’t recommend it. It is terrible for your data budget



Facebook – March 2012 
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Dynamically loading content is always a challenge. To this day. This is from a crawl in March of last year. When the user selects the additional comments to view, you get an error that they are not in the archive, which is a problem. 



Timeline – March 2012 
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Timeline implemented



July 2012 
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By July, Archive-It has made adjustments so that the timeline was being crawled and rendered properly.Just last month, we became aware that only if a user was logged in to Facebook would they see any content that loads dynamically, even on public pages. Archive-It discovered a work around, but a week later when we went to implement that change, Facebook had already changed again so that content was once again viewable with out being logged in.



Twitter – April 2011  
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So, here are a few examples from what can go wrong with a twitter crawl. Once again, the dynamically loading content at the bottom, would pop up an error message fi you tried to view it in the archive.



Twitter – June/July 2013 
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The June crawl rendered back twitter as you see it in the left, but the July crawl got it right.



Flickr 
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This is from our most recent crawl in September – complex Javascript changes to flickr, have resulted in the images not rendering in the archive. Most often with these issues the data has been captured during the crawl but the rendering back of that content that is problematic.



What’s to be done? 

• QA, QA, QA 
• Disable Javascript 
• Proxy Mode 
• Scoping Rules 
• QA reports & patch crawls 
• Robots.txt 
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So, this is not to discourage anyone from trying to archive social media. There are some ways to get around these issues. First off, QA is huge. There are times when we’ll be the first one to bring one of these issues to the attention of Archive-It, because we QA every crawl, select seeds from all different platforms. Sometimes, disabling javascript in your browser allows archived content to render more accurately.Archived content can also be viewed in proxy mode, to get a better sense of what is actually archived content and what in the archive is being pulled from the live web, which can happen.There are also scoping rules that can be put in place to better refine your crawl, and Rachel has become quite adept at using regular expressions, as well.Robots.txt can also pose problems, blocking crawlers from accessing certain content.



May 2012 & Visit NC Facebook page 

 



ArchiveSocial 
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So last year, the North Carolina legislature passed a bill that a lot of people were very vocal about. And they were vocal on the social media of state agencies, in particular the dept. of commerce’s tourism page. Now, part of our Best Practice’s for Social Media Usage in State Government, includes the idea that state agencies are not supposed to delete content from any of the social media sites without following the retention schedule. So, during this time, some very offensive things were put on the tourism facebook page and the manager of that account wanted to take it down, but knew better. Luckily they contacted the State Archives first. This is also the same time we’re having issues capturing dynamically loading comments with Archive-It. We had been approached by ArchiveSocial previously and realized that this would be a perfect instance to pilot that tool. We were able to capture the content including all comments on that page. Then the Dept of Commerce removed the offensive comments from their live page.ArchiveSocial is a tool we’re using in conjunction with Archive-it. We are capturing a select group of seeds in ArchiveSocial. The main difference about ArchiveSocial is that it uses APIs [application programming interface] to capture the data in it’s native format along with it’s metadata. 
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I like to use the State Fair data for my examples because people are usually happy when they’re talking about the State Fair. You don’t find anything too objectionable. As you can see, Archive Social retrieves entire threaded discussion preserving the relationship between the original post and the responses it generated. 
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If you were to click on that post, it pops up all of the metadata for that record, and the ability to download that record and its metadata. The records are captured continuously and they are archived in a legally sound format, including the original timestamp and a digital signature for authenticity.So another difference with ArchiveSocial is that it requires the account owner to give permission to ArchiveSocial to access their data. This can be moderately problematic, and it does increase our workload with the requests and follow up involved. Only just this week did we get our new governor on board. One way that we encourage agencies to sign up is this system can more easily fulfill public records requests with easier searching.Also, you’ll notice that the site doesn’t replicate the look and feel of the original platform in the same way that Archive-It does.And here’s another thing with ArchiveSocial. Because the account owner is giving permission to get their data. We are able to get Direct Messages.



 

 
Public disclaimer 
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All social media sites are required to put a statement letting users know that any interaction is subject to public records law. The fact that we can capture this data now is fantastic from a public records perspective but can be problematic because people send personal information. And even love notes to our elected officials, which I’ll let you find on your own.As you can imagine, this level of access can make records creators nervous. 



Collaborating with Records Creators 

• Efficiency in public records requests & e-discovery 
• Public Records Law 
• History & heritage 
 
 



Capturing rendered webpages 

Pros 

• Capture the “look and 
feel” 

• Accepted, supported 
archival format – WARC 

• Lots of peers 
• High historical value 

Cons 

• Periodic capture 
• Regular rendering and 

capture errors 
• No private messages 

(can’t capture content that 
doesn’t render) 



Capturing backend content via APIs 

Pros 

• Constant capture 
• Private messages 
• Modular data  
• Better for searching, 

public records requests, 
e-Discovery 

• High administrative and 
legal value 

Cons 

• No preservation format 
• Doesn’t capture “look and 

feel” 
• Can capture too much  
• Few peers, few vendors 

 



 
 

Rachel Trent 
State Archives of North Carolina 

rachel.trent@ncdcr.gov 
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So, I hope we’ve given you some things to consider for your own institution’s social media, and I’ll leave you with a question, which we continue to struggle with within our own program. For a social media archive, how important is look and feel vs. just capturing the data?
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